EEG analysis of frontal lobe area in arousal maintenance state against sleepiness.
This paper describes EEG analysis of frontal lobe area in arousal maintenance state against sleepiness. Arousal maintenance state is considered different physiological state from the normal sleep onset. To analyze the EEG of frontal area might be important because we believe that the arousal maintenance state against sleepiness causes neuron activities from the frontal lobe, which coordinates behavior, to hypothalamus, which coordinates wakefulness and sleep. It is, however, hard to use EEG signals in the frontal area consistently because blinking artifacts are mixed in the EEG signals. In this paper, we have analyzed the EEG signals of the frontal lobe in arousal maintenance state against sleepiness after removing the eye-blinking artifact from the scalp EEG signals using an ICA denoising method. As a result, the EEG signals of the frontal area in the arousal maintenance state against sleepiness have wide bandwidth as in the EEG of the occipital area. It strengthens our speculation, i.e., the EEG desynchronization occurs because of the neuron activities from the frontal lobe to hypothalamus in order to maintain arousal state against sleepiness.